
THE BASICS OF ACOUSTICS

A good site for visual demos about sound is Dan Russel's Acoustics Demos. 1. WAVE MOTION: vibration (oscillation) of
particles in a medium. A. the acoustic.

Revisiting these audio programs regularly will help you to understand the concepts more fully. The basic
principles outline in these audios are the foundation for all the work that you do and will profoundly affect all
of the work you do in a recording studio. The bigger the room, the more obvious the echo, because the
reflected sound will take longer to travel back to your ears. The application of sound absorption techniques is
vital to creating an evan and balanced sound field. Studio Size, Dimensions and Shape This text will be
replaced This basic acoustics principle quantifies the size, dimensions and shape of a recording space. The
ultrasonic frequency range enabled wholly new kinds of application in medicine and industry. This valuable
information is helpful for all phases of engineering work including how to understand and use your reverb
plugins better. Acoustic Treatments This text will be replaced Acoustic treatments help to make a recording
space sound balanced and a mixing space accurate. The standard spectrogram displays 3 dimensions: time
over the series of frames from left to right,. New kinds of transducers generators and receivers of acoustic
energy were invented and put to use. The real goal is attaining the level of sonic transparency required to make
the best decisions regarding the tonal manipulation of an instrument , recording and mixing. Sound Absorption
This text will be replaced The basic acoustics principles of sound absorption are, by far the most used in
professional and home studio design. This technique can be done by mechanical devices eg, in the cochlea of
the ear or by electronic and computational techniques. Many things can be acoustic filters, for example, a
physical tube, a room, a loudspeaker, a microphone, a human vocal tract, etc. The study of this "unwanted
sound" helps us understand how we can best control it. Each lecture uses practical examples and applications
that can be applied to your own studio. Mainly Galileo Galilei â€” but also Marin Mersenne â€” ,
independently, discovered the complete laws of vibrating strings completing what Pythagoras and
Pythagoreans had started years earlier. Remember, one persons noise is another's masterpiece! Conclusion: I
hope you find the Basic Acoustics Series audio programs helpful. Careful consideration of these principles
will help you to make informed decisions about the design and layout of your own recording and monitoring
space. The combination of the two techniques works well to provide a comfortable and clear acoustic setting
â€” too much absorption like rigid fibreglass panels will consume too much natural ambience, not enough and
the room will sound to lively and reflective. It should also be acknowledged that the goal is not to create a
luxurious listening backdrop for everything to sound pleasant. The basic principles outlined here set the
foundation for all studio design work. They use a mic to pick up the noise, turn the wave upside down make
positive values negative and negatives positive and add the new noise to the original, and the noise disappears!
The amplitudes positive or negative are just summed at each point in time. They should help you to make
better decisions in your own studio design plans and also help you make better recordings. Additivity or
superposition. Galileo wrote "Waves are produced by the vibrations of a sonorous body, which spread through
the air, bringing to the tympanum of the ear a stimulus which the mind interprets as sound", a remarkable
statement that points to the beginnings of physiological and psychological acoustics. Underwater acoustics
was used for detecting submarines in the first World War. Reflection - waves reflect partially when resistance
of medium increases. He is reputed to have observed that when the lengths of vibrating strings are expressible
as ratios of integers e. Meanwhile, Newton â€” derived the relationship for wave velocity in solids, a
cornerstone of physical acoustics Principia ,  The audio programs listed below are for convenient access to the
whole series.


